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what is a dead zone national ocean service - dead zone is a more common term for hypoxia which refers to a reduced
level of oxygen in the water hypoxic zones are areas in the ocean of such low oxygen concentration that animal life
suffocates and dies and as a result are sometimes called dead zones one of the largest dead zones forms in the gulf of
mexico every spring, what causes ocean dead zones scientific american - so called dead zones are areas of large
bodies of water typically in the ocean but also occasionally in lakes and even rivers that do not have enough oxygen to
support marine life the cause of such hypoxic lacking oxygen conditions is usually eutrophication an increase in chemical
nutrients in the water, dead zone ecology wikipedia - dead zones are hypoxic low oxygen areas in the world s oceans and
large lakes caused by excessive nutrient pollution from human activities coupled with other factors that deplete the oxygen
required to support most marine life in bottom and near bottom water, ocean dead zones sailors for the sea - ocean dead
zones a dead zone is an area of an ocean eutrophication is an increase in nutrients in the water the has been a staggering
increase in the number of dead zones worldwide especially heavy spring rains and strong flow, what are dead zones in the
ocean thoughtco com - dead zone key takeaways dead zones are places in the ocean or other bodies of water
characterized by having dead zones occur naturally but the number and severity of hypoxic zones is largely tied nutrient
pollution is the primary cause of dead zones there are over 400 dead zones, dead zone national geographic society dead zones are low oxygen or hypoxic areas in the world s oceans and lakes because most organisms need oxygen to live
few organisms can survive in hypoxic conditions that is why these areas are called dead zones
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